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0. Introduction 
We consider the random time-change connecting continuous-time 
continuous-state branching processes (CB-processes) with spectrally posi- 
tive Levy processes. As consequences, we obtain a number of new results 
on CB-processes. One of our aims is to compare and contrast the situa- 
tion with that obtaining for simple branching processes. Most of the results 
for CB-processes are similar to those for simple branching processes, 
suitably reformulated if necessary. Several of our results for CB-processes 
are much more explicit than their analogues for simple branching pro- 
cesses. In other cases, problems can be solved completely for CB-p 
which remain unanswerr;d for simple branching processes. This greater 
tractability of CB-processes arises because the state-space is smooth rather 
than discrete, and the distributions which appear are infinitely divisible. 
* This paper was written while the author was on leave of absence at the Vniversity of Illinois 
during the academic year 19751976. 
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In Section 1 we discllss the properties of the random ‘iime=fzhlacge which 
we shall need. In Section 2 we deal with extinc!;ion pro’babilities, and apply 
fluctuation theory to study the distribution of the total progeny of a CB- 
process. The distribution of the supremum over all time of a CBprocess 
is obtained in Section 3, agailn using fluctuation theory. In §ect:ion 4we 
discuss Grey’s martingale convergence theorem [ 131, and in ‘I’hieorem 4.2 
give our extension of thie Harris-Sevastyanov theorem from Markov 
branching processes to,general CB-processes, In Section 5 (Theorems 
5,1--5.6) we describe completely the behaviour of the ieft tail of the 
random variable W of Section 4; the right tail is discussed inSelction 6
(Theorems 6.1,6.2). We r:lose with a weak-convergence result for the 
critical case in Section 7 &Theorem ‘7.1). 
The class of CB-processes Z = {Z(t): t > 0) was introduced by Jirina 
[ 191 and studied by Lamperti [ 241 and Siverstein [ 323 . To avoid trivi- 
alities, we exclude the degenerate case Z(t) = 0 for all t > 0, a~; then Z 
is stochastically continuous [26] 9 and one may take 2 to be a Hunt 
process [23]. Then (by [24] ; see also i32]) each such 2 may be ob- 
tained from a spectrally positive L&y process (process with stationary 
independent i crement.9 whose LQvy measure isconcentrated on [0, m)) 
by a random time-clhange in ti 8 followh way. Let Y = (Y(t): t 
a spectrally positive L&y process with exponent given by 
(1.1) &exp[=+r[Y(t) - Y(O)]} = exp(==N(s)) ) 8, t 
0; here II( Ii)=) and ftO 1I X* II(ti j are finite, a is real, b, 0 
(see, e.g. 63 J ). ‘Take Y(U) = x > 6, and write 
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(for t < TX = inf{u >- 6 : Y(u) = 0), l(t) =- for t 2 TX), 
J(t) = inf{u : l(u) > t} 
(J(t) = * if I(U) < t for all u). Then if 
Z= {Z(t) : t 3 0) is a Cl&process with Z(0) = X. 
Convmsely, if 2 is such a process, 
J(t) = jZ(u) du , 
0 
I(t) = inf{u : J(u) > t ) , 
t for all t), tlhen 
(1.4) Y(t) = Z(I(t)) 
defines a spectrally positive L&y process with Y(0) = x > 0, stopped on 
first hitting zero (note that since Y is spectrally positive, first passage 
through iievelsy C x takes place continuously). We restrict our attention 
to consewatiue CW-process (with Z(t) < - for all t, a.~.); these are the 
ones with b = 0 and 
The exponent !P(s) of Y (which we also call the exponent of Z) describes 
the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup T e,fZ: 
U=)f) (xl = e,fGW) 
(see, for example, j23 ] ). We shall usually regard Y, 2 as being specifiecl 
by XP. 
We shall further restrict attention to oprocesses witlz J~x n(dx) finite, 
Then 
(Is 
(1.5) m = “(P+) = CI d- J X 
I 
Z is called super-critical if m ? 0, cri8lc~l if m = 0, sub-critical if m < 0. 
In contrast to the situation for simple branching processes, critical and 
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sub-critical CB-processes need not have extinction probability one, an8 
may have extinction probability zero. For example, the deterministic 
case 
Y(t) = 1 - t $ Z(t) = eet , t 2 0 , 
gives a sub-critical CB-process with zero extinction probability. This is 
fairly typical behaviour: a large class of subcritical CB-processes possess 
non-degenerate martingale limits [ 131. For convenience, we assume 
from now on that Y, 2 are non-deterministic unless otherwise stated. 
‘We shall also need to classify CB-processes Z according as to whether 
or not the process Y has as. non-decreasing sample-paths (i.e., is a sub- 
zdinator). If Y is a subordinator, J’x II(ti) converges, and Xl? may be 
rewritten 
XI!(s) =cs + $(l - eeXs) II 
0 
= cs fs s eexs II@;-) dx , s2 0; 
here c is the .drift of Y. If Y is not a subordinator, Y(t) - Y(0) is negative 
for each 1’ 3 0 with positive probability. Letting s + 00 in (1. l), 
exp{-N(s)] -& exp(-s[ Y(t) - Y(O)] ; Y(t) -- Y(0) < 0) 
and thus 
(in contrast o the situation in (1.6)). 
Since 
m . 
W(s) = - s eTxs x2 II(&) G 0 , 
0 
* is concave, and intersects each line at most twice. If Y is a subordina- 
tor, Ilk(s) > 0 for all s > 0. If Y is supercritical and not a subordinator, 
!I?(O) = m > 0, JI(i-4 = --OQ and there exists a unique positive y with 
e(7) = 8; if Y is critical or sub-critical (in which case Y cannot be a sub- 
ordinator), e(s) < 0 for all s > 0. We lthen write y = 0; thus ‘y is the 
largest zero of *4?(s) in the non-subordinator case. 
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Write 
cX expFM01 = expI-x$(t, s)I 9 x>o, s,t> 0; 
then the branching property of Z is expressed by 
(ll.8) w, !w, s)) = w + u, s) l 
Writing el, J/2 for the partial derivatives of +, one has [24,13] 
(I! .9) W) = J/1(09 $1 9 
(1.10) *($(tJ)) = J/lj(U) 9 
dJ v, s) 
(1.11) j du/\Jr(u)= t. 
S 
We recall [26] that the CB-processes are exactly those which can be 
obtained from a sequence of simple branching processes (2,‘“’ lr=* as 
limits of scaled processes {Z[tA /b, : t > 0 1 Z0 = cb,) (in the sense of 
convergence of finite-dimensional distributions). We shall see in the 
sequel to what extent properties of branching processes are sensitive 
to the passage from discrete to continuous state-space thus brought 
about *
2. Extinction probabi!ities and total progeny 
Let qt = P{Z(t) = 0) be the probability that extinction occurs by time 
t (this can be positive only in the non-subordinator case when 9(s) < 0 
for large s), q = lim,,, qt = P(Z(t) = 0 for some t 2 0) be the probability 
that 2 becomes extinct. We say that extinction is possible iff q > 0 
(equivalently, iff qt > 0 for some t). The following result is proved in 
[ 1311 (cf. also [ 18, p. 1075. 
roposition 2.1. Extinction is possible iff 
(2.1) 7 du/[-‘l!(u)] < = . 
When (2. I) holds, 
(2.2) q = e-7 . 
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Proof. We have qr = exp{-$(t, 4) (where I,!@, m) = lims_,oO $(t,,c)); thus 
extinction is possible iff $(t, 00 j is finite for some t. Let s + 00 in (1.11). 
Jf $(t, =) < 00, (2.1) holds (or the limit of the left-hand side of (1.11) 
would be infinite); if (2.1) holds $(t, a~) i 00 (or the limitof the left- 
hand side of (1.11) would be zero). This proves the first part. Assume 
now that (2.1) holds; then we can write 
r du/[-Xi’(u)] = t . 
w, 4 
J,et t + *; qt increases to q, and $(t, 00) decreases to a limit (c, say) with 
4 = e-C Then 
* du 00 
s 
du 
c’ PWN 
=OO, 
s x 
i-ip(u)] < O0 ’ x ’ c l 
Since y > 0 is the largest zero of !I@) and q’(y) < 0 (!P being plroperly 
concave when Y is non-deterministic). one has c = y, which compleks 
the proof. EI 
We note [13]. 
Proposition 2.2. E, Z(t) = x emt . 
Proof. Differe;r tiating (1.9) w.r.t. s and putting s = 0, 
C$(t) = xJl,(t, 0) . 
Differentiating (1.8) w.r.t. s and putting s = 0, 
9,(t,o) ok,wo = $20 * u7 0) l 
So by Abel’s equaticon, \Ir2(t, 0) = e c t for some cJ Differentiating ( 1.10) 
w.r.t. s and putting .P = 0, 
11/21 (t, 0) ‘= c ecf == \k”($(t, 0)) $2(t, 0) = e'(O) ccc = meet ; 
thus c = nz and the result follows. U 
ne integrLi1 J(t) ~2 $2(u) du is the 112 -analogue of the total number 
articles (individuals) in the first y1 J erations of a simple branching 
process, and J(+ is the CB-analogue of the total number of particles 
mm-ring (the total progeny). inator case, Z(t) 2 x > 0 for 
l {(s)ttx-}dxa = {(+s-)dxa *3 
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s/[--!I!@)] is completely monotone to the right of the largest zero 7 of 
XI!(s), and so 
s w edsx W(dx) = a/[ -%P(s)] , 0 2% 
0 
for some measure W [34: $7,3]. 
Prcposltion 3.1. If Y is nlot a stibordinator, 
P,{Z(t)<x+y forall t>O}=WCt,)/W(x+y), y30. 
Proof. 113~ (1.3) and (1.4), the range of Z coincides with the range of Y 
before it is storped on hitting zero. So we require the probability that 
the spectrally positive process Y with Y(0) = x > 0 stays below the level 
x + y before it hits the level 0; that this is W(y)/W(x +y) follows from a 
result of Tak&s ([34: 873 ; cf. [3, 561). Cl 
Corollary 3.2. W(y)/W(x +y) + Px (supIO,_~Z(~) < 00) = eaxY, y + 00. 
So W( log x) varies regularly tit infinity with exponent 7. 
Proof. 0ne has 
sup Z(o)= sup Y(a )= sup Y(o) 
10,w) 1 O,J(-9) [O,T,) 
as J(w) = TX. But the sample-paths of a L&y process are a.s. locally 
bounded. So a.s., SU~[~,~) Z( 0) < 00 iff TX i 00, and since this happens 
with probability e-“r ([ 34: 87, 3]), the re:ult follows. 0 
The measure W is thus exponentially large if 7 > 0 (YM > 0). Since 
s/[ -*(&F:jj -+ - 1 /W(O) = -l/m as s + 0, W is bounded ilff no < 0, in 
which calse -m W is a probability measure I(and is familiar from, for 
example,, the Pollaczek-kinEin formula). 
The random time-change thus reduces the problem of finding the dis- 
tribution of sup{ZIf) : t 2 0) to 21 standard result in fluctuation theory. 
By contrast, it is interesting to note that the problem 01’ finding the 
distribution of SUp{Zn : n > 0) for a simple branching process remains 
apen. 
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4. The martingale convergence theorem 
We turn now to the super-critical case. The Martingale Convergence 
Theorem for simple branching processes (see, e.g. [ I! ] ) possesses a com- 
plete analogue for CB-processes, which was recently proved by Grey 
we summarise Grey’s results in Proposition 4.1 below. First note that 
[ 13 ] ; 
for fixed t > 0, $(t, s) increases from 0 to $(t, =), and possesses an inverse 
function q&s) defined on [0, \Cl(t, =)) and increasing from 0 to =. 
Proposition 4.1. Choose and fix p E (0, y). Then if W, = q(t, p) Z(t), 
wt = exp{- W, ) is a martingale, and converges as. as t + = to a non- 
degenerate limiting random variable w = exp(--W) with P( W = 01 = e-7. 
For fixed u > 0, 
(4.1) rl(t + U9 p)lq(t, p) + eMmu , t+ 00. 
0ne has q(t, p) % cemmt as t + 00 for some constant c iff 
(4.2) 
00 
s x log x lI(dx) < = 
1 
or equivalently, 
(4.2a) 
lrn 1 
0 
_ -- 
 @(s) s 1 ds<=. 
We introduce some notation. Since each Z(t), W, is infinitely divisibie, 
so is W. Write the Laplace-Stieltjcs transform of IV as 
C exp(-SW) = J KS* dH(x) = e(s) = exp{ ----e(s)  . 
0 
Then @ is the exponent of some subordinatolr. If this has drift c > 0 and 
L&y measure p!, 
(4.3) Q(S) = cs + J (1 - e-xs)~.(dx) . 
0 
Then @ is strictly increasing and concave; let e(s) denote its inverse func- 
tion. 
We next show that one can find 0, and hence @, explicitly in terms of 
*. 
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Theorem 4.2. O’(s)/@(s) = n@(s), 0 G s < 7. If (4.2) @I* (4.2a)) hol&, 
e(s) = s exp( j [$$ -- ; 
1 I 
du , 09SCY. 
0 
Corollary 48.3. *(G(s)) = msaqs). 
Proof. We first prove the corollary and then deduce the theorem. Differ- 
entiating (1.8) w.r.t. s and putting t = 0, we obtain 
(4.4) #2co, s) = 1. 
Write & expi-silt) = exp(--+(s)). Then 
Thus 
a,,, (8) = $J(t + u, sq(t + u, p)) 
= !Mu9 w s’p)(t* P) l q(t + u, p)/q(t, p))) 
+ $(u, @(seamu)) (t-9 
by Proposition 4.1. Let t + = : 
#(s) = $(u, @(se-*“)). 
Differentiate w.r.t. u and put u = 0: 
0 = $I (0, a(s)) - ms@‘(s) $,(O, Q(s)) . 
By (1.9), (4.4), this gives 
*(a(s)) = m SW(S) ,
proving the corollary. Now write 
O( ) “s’=u, s = @(u) . 
Then ds/du = e’(u). Differentiating logarithmically, 
O’(s)/@(s) = u-r du/ds = 1 /[u dsldu 1 , 
(4.5) @(s)/O’(s) = u ds/du = u 
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That is, 
or 
m@(s)/@‘(s) = m u@‘(u) = XP( *(u)) = Xl!(s) , 
\k(s) = m@(s)/@‘(s) 
which proves the first part of the theorem. By ICI position 4.1, (4.2) is 
equivalent o (4.2a); when either holds we may integrate to obtain the 
second part of the theorem; this completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 4.3 (and thus, essentially, Theorem 4.2) is due to Grey 
[13,Th.3]. 
Specialising Theorem 4.2 to the case of a (discrete state-space) Markov 
branching process with generating function h(s) = C h, sn, h’( 1) = p > 1 
and rate h, we obtain: 
Proposition 4.4. Wrile O(s) = q+ (s); then 
Us)P(s) = (p- W(h(s) - s) Y q<sG 1. 
If C n log nh, converges, this may be integrated to give 
w = e-l is)= (1 - s) exp /[llifL! 1 + &j dx) t 
q<s<l. 
Proof. One has [ 1, III] 
\k(s) = h[ 1 - esh(e+)] . 
Differentiating and putting s = 0, m = X(p--- 1). By Corollary 4.3, 
W@(s)) = \k(- log $(s)) = x 1 [ _ h($@&))] 
or 
= msW(s) = -ms~‘(s)l@(s) 3 
N@(s) - NP(s))l = -ms$(s) . 
Put @J(S) = u, s =: O(U). Then &) = du/ds = l/e’(u), So 
XgU - h(u )) = -X(~- 1) e(u)/e’(ta) 
and the result follows. 0 
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Proposition 4.4 was proved (essentially by this method) by Harris [ 171 
(see also [ 3 11). 
One may use Proposition 4.4 to show that t$(s) satisfies the following 
func G9nal equation: 
Proposition 4.5. #(s) = J he+* h(#(~e-X(~-l)X)) c-lx. 
0 
This is th& specialisation to the Markov branching process of Doney’s 
functional equation [ 73 for Grump-Mode (and in particular, Bellman- 
Harris) processes. In principle # is uniquely d.etermini?d by the functional 
equation (which, however, can hardly ever be solved). 
The mean of W is finite iff (4.2) holds; when (4.2) holds one can take 
c W = 1 by suitable choice of p, and we shall do this. 
Proposition 4.6. We always have c r= 0 in (4.3). Then 4?(m) is finite iff Y 
is not a subordinator, and then 
Proof. G(S) = s + Jtx eaxs jJ(dx), W(s) = 1 /@‘(Q(s)). So c = W(m) = 
l/O’@(+). If c r= a’(m) > 0, a(=) = ~0, so O’(=) =: l/c < 00 and O(s) w 
s/c ass + 00. Then 
or 
sO’(s),k3(s) =ms/XP(s) + 1 b-,4, 
!I!(s)/s + m (s+“o). 
In particular, q(s) + 00 ass + ~0 and so Y is a subordinator (or 9(s) 
would be negative for large s). So Jtx II converges, and we can write 
\k(s) in the form 
e(S) z bs + i (I - Cxs) II(&) = bs + sJ e_XS n(x,oo) & . 
0 0 
Then %I(s)/s + b as s + 00, and so b = m. But then 
m = W(O+) = b + r (dx) = m + fx H(dxj . 
0 0 
AFIence must vanish, and so Y is deterministic, which ie have excluded. 
The contradiction shows that c = 0. 
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We can now write 
so 
a(s)= f(* --eexs)p(dx). 
0 
If @(m) = ~(0, 0) < -) since xesX is bounded for x 3 0 we can use 
dominated convergence to show that 
s!v(s) + 0, s -+ 00. 
Letting s =+ 00 in !P(cb(s)) = ms ‘(s), we see that iP must have a positive 
zero, and so Y is not a subord ator. If y is the positive zero of \ir, one 
then has y = @(=) = p( 
If on the other hand a(+=) = 00, we see from q@(s)) = m&‘(s) and 
the fact that @I(s) 3 0 for all s 3 0 that ‘I’(s) > 0 for all s > 0. Thus Y 
is a subordinator; this completes the proof. •J 
In view of Proposition 4.6 it is convenient o extend the definition of 
7 by writing 7 =6’ 00 in the subord 
We give an important class of examples. If 0 < p < 1, let Y be a spec- 
trally positive s\:able process of index 1 + p and C Y( 1) = m > 0; then \k 
is of the form ’ 
\k(s) := ms - rns’ +p/cp 
for some c > 0. One verifies that 
#(t,s) =semt/[ 1 + (sJc)P(empt - 1)] l/P , 
a(s) = cs/(cP + spp . 
This class of examples was considered by Lamperti [24]. 
Notes. ( 1) In principle, Theor plicitly the class of possible 
limit distributions for W whit: distribution function H of 
W which we seek is specified by its L&y exponent ip after a Laplace trans- 
form. In order to exploit the infinite divisibility, we usually regard the 
distribution of W as being given by +, just as we usuaily regard the distri- 
bution of Y, Z as being given by 9. hen we can pass from 
functioir!al’inversion, and from 0 to Xl! by a logarithmic differentiation, 
as in Theorem 4.2. 
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In no real sense, however, does this provide us with ar. explicit intrin- 
sic description of the class of possible distributions of H of W. Equally, 
it can hardly be regarded as enabling us to give the LGvy measure p of W 
explicitly in terms of the Levy measure II of Y, Z. 
It is interesting to compare this situation with that for simple branch- 
ing processes. Here the determina,tion of the class of distributions of W 
is a major unsolved problem on which little progress has been made since 
Harris’ original paper [ 161, although some interesting work has since 
been done in this area. All vve know is that 
(i) complete information on the distribution of W is in principle con- 
tained in the functional equation for its Laplace transfoqn (which, how- 
ever, can hardly ever be solved); see [ l] e The situatior for CB-processes 
is similar; see Proposition 4.5. 
(ii) the distribution of W is absolutely continuous on (0, m) with a 
continuous positive density satisfying a Lipschitz condition (see [ l] ; for 
the local limit theorem, see [ 91). For simple branching processes, how- 
ever, we have no criteria for deciding which densities can arise which are 
in any sense explicit even in principle. Thus the situation for simple 
branching’ processes i even less satisfactory than that for CB-processes, 
and Theorem 4.2 gains in interest in view of this. 
(2) For Markov branching processes there is an alternative approach 
to Proposition 4.4 ([ 221; see also [ 1, III.$] ). Here one shows that 
(4.6) f,(s) = C sat) = B(t+A(s)) 
where if 4 is the ex inction probability [ I, II/i], a = -u’(q)/& 
l(4.7) U,,(S) -qYIbf@)ln + 4~) (n + 09 
and B is the inverse function of A. This splits the dependence on s and t 
of f?(s) (and thus plays a role analogous to that of the spectral represen- 
tations of Karlin-McGregor [ 2 I ] 1. One then obtains 
(4.8) #(s) = B(cls”), @-I (s) -- (~/A(s))‘~” 
for some constant c. ‘The proof is concluded by noting that 
(4.9) M(S) = u’(q j A(s)/A’(s) . 
Thus (4.6) is substantially equivalent o Proposition 4.4. This approach 
has been further exploited in unpublished work of Karlin [ 201, who 
obtained a local limit theorem and further properties of the density 
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w(x) of W: ffor example, W(X~‘~)/# extends to an entire function of 
order l/a. Analogues of (4.6)-(4.9) hc3 more generally for CB-processes. 
5. Left tail behaviour of W 
We consider now the behaviour of the left tail of the random variable 
W in the supercritical case. Let W have distribution function PI and 
Laplace- Stieltjes transform h(s). 
Theorem 5.1. If Y is not a subordinator, 
P{W=O) =q=e--7. 
Write a = [-~‘(y)]lm > 0; then 
P{O< W,<x) - cxa (x-, 0) 
for some positive cons tan t C, and 
11(x, w) N Cxa /ye-’ (x + 0) . 
Proof. We shall say that a function is p-varying (at infinity or zero) if it 
is regularly varying in Karamata’s ense with index p. 
By (2.2) and Proposition 4.6, 
P{W=O} =H((O})=q=e-7, y = ca(=q = p(O, =) . 
a0 ca 
s e+ d,H(x) = e-7 + s e‘-sx dH(x) = e(s) = exp{--@(s)) .
O- o+ 
But we can write p = yF where F is a probab3tv distribution on (0,~); 
let F have Laplace-Stieltjes transform F(s). Then 
(J?(s)= J(1 - eexs ) p(dx) = y - yF(s) .
Thus 
0 
00 
s e-sx dH(x) = e-‘Y(eTp(s) -. 1) - ye-vF<;) (S-+oQ). 
O+ 
Now 
@‘(s)/O(s) = m/ 
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l3ut 
(5.1) O’(@(s))/B(fiI?(s)) = 1 /s@'(s) = m/\k(@(s)) ,
so 
s@‘(s) = \kI*(s))/m = Qf(y - yF(s))/m 
l - [-W(y)(m] l yP(s) = ayF(sj 
as s + *. Since *‘(s) = -v&s), this gives 
sP'(sj/F(s) + -a (s + 0~) 
and so F(s) is -a-varying at infinity. Thus by Karamata’s theorem 
P{O < W < x) is a-varying at zero. It remains to show that the slowly 
varying functions occurring are asymptotically consLant. 
Write O(y - 7~) = G(U). Then since <p(s) = 7 - OF’ and 0, @ are 
inverse, 3, G are inverse. Since F is -a-varying at infinity (a > 0), G is 
- l/a-varying at zero. Put G(s) = L( l/s)/,~~‘~ with L slowl:~ varying at 
infinity; then differentiating logarithmically and using Theorem 4.2 we 
obtain 
sL’(s)/L(s) + l/a = ym/s%P(y -s-l y) . 
Expanding tlhe right-hand side and using a = -\k’(y)/m, we obtain 
sL’(s)/L(s) = ymW’(y)/2a2s + O( l/s2) + 0 (s--Q). 
Thus the slowly varying function L may be written in the form 
L(s) = exp{ je(u) dulu) 
i 
where 
e(s) m ym\k”( y)/202s (s--Q. 
Thus Jr E(U) dufu converge, and L(s) converg;es (to L(m), say) as s + 00. 
So G(s) N cl /sl/a (s + 0), F(s) - c21sa (s + w), and P(0 < W < x) w c3Y 
(Y + 0) for suitable constants Ci > 0, as required. Cl 
In the subordinator case when extinction is impossible, three types of 
left tail behaviour of W can arise. We begin with 
ewe .2. If Y is a subordirzator with zero drift and finite Lkvy meas- 
(x =+ 0) 
Proof. We have 
Ws) = J( 1 _- ewxs) ll(dx) ) xn(b? = m 9 l=l(O,-) = am. 
0 0 
Since 9(s) + tm as s + =, 
sO’(s)/t3(s) = msj*(s) - s/a (s--g. 
But Gnce 0, d, are inverse, O’(@(s))cP’(s) = I. So 
or 
rp(s)/s~“(s, = a?(s) cY(4?(s))/0(w.s)) - clqS)/& (s + =) , 
s@‘(s) -+ Q (s+=+. 
Since 9(s) = exp{--@(s 1 9 we thus have 
So #(s) is -wvarying a 
required. In pxticular, we have 
tla 
s e --xS (x,-) dx - 2 (lo 
0 
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and so 
h&G WI - Q h!Nlx) (x + 0). 
Now writlie #(s) = L(s)/?. Then 
f&&s) = --log (p(s) = a logs - log L(s) , 
SW(S) - & = -sL’(s)/L(s) + 0 (s -+ w) . 
So the slowly varying function L may be written in the form L(s) = 
exp{l[ e(u) du/u ) with e( *) + 0 at infinity (see, e.g. [ 10, p. 282 13, and 
has e-fumtion 
E(S) = sL’(s)/L(s) = c11 - SW(S) . 
Now by (5.1) 
s@‘(s) = 131(@(s))/m, 
so 
(Y -s@(s) = m-l Corm - !&(4!(s)) = m-l J e-xQ(S)n(&): 
0 
me(s) = r e--‘*@) II . 
0 
Now L is asymptotically constant iff JIa e(s) ds/s converges, that is, 
4s s s _-. 
1 sO 
w e-xa(S)TP(dx) = $ll(dx) 1 [#(s)]~ ds/s 
0 1 
= jkdw) J [L(s)lX ds/sl+W < 00 # 
0 1 
Since L(s) is bounded between s’ mE for all E >* 0 and large ejnough s, 
JI” [L(s)EX ds/P” is bounded between 1 /x(ar f E), and the result follows. 
When Y is a subordinator with drift a > 0, 
-log P{ w < x ) N L( l/x)/x”l’“-“’ (x + 0) 
fix some function L varying slowly at infinity. 
p(x, -) - M( 1 /x)/x”l” (x + 0) for some function .M varying 
slowly at ififinity. 
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Proof. Since 9(s) = us + Jt (1 - e--*‘) II(C), 
235 
so m 2 a 
W(O+) = m = a + ix Il(d.x), 
0 
(as Y is not deterministic). So 
s@‘(s)/@(s) = ms/\k(s) + m/a , S-,-M 
Thus O(s) is (m/‘&varying at infinity, and so @(,y) is lea/m)-varying at
infinity. The theorem and corollary follow from [ 6, Th.41. q 
Letting +Z + 00 in Theorem 5.2, one sees that if Y is a subordinator with 
nd infinite Levy measure, P{ W G x) Is smlaller than any power. 
That -log P{ W G x) is slowly varying (as indicated by letting a! + 0 in 
Theorem 5.4) follows from [ 6, Th.4, Cor. 11. 
Theorem 5.6. If Y is a subordinator with zero drift and infinite LGvy 
measure, 
-logP{W 4 x) - &*(1/x) ) x-+0, 
where L* is s slowly vnrying function of the form 
L*(x) = s” L(u) du/u 
1 
with L sZowZy varying. 
Corollary 5.7. I_C(X, 00) = 0( l/L( l/x)), x + 0. 
Note 5,8. Together, Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 give compPete infor- 
mation on the behaviour of the left-tail of W. It is interesting to compare 
these results with the corresponding results for simple branching pro- 
cesses (Z,, > with generating function f(s), p = f’(s) >. 1. T 
probability q is the largest root of f(q) = q. One can pass from the case 
q > 0 to the case q = 0 by writing 
g(s)= [f(q+(l-q)s)-ql/(l-q) l 
Thi:s allows us to deal with the cases of pc?sitive and zero extinction pro- 
bability together (I-Iarris [ 16]), in contrast to the situation here where 
Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 need se arate treatment. Then Theorems 5.1 and 
5.2 correspond to Theorem 3,3 of I-Iarris [ i 61 (see also 
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in which p. + p1 ) , 0 (the minimum family size is 0 or 1). Instead of a 
regularly varying function, Harris obtains a power 9 Itimes a function L 
which, while not slowly varying in general, is of the form 
L(s) = L, (s) + L2(s) 
with L, multiplicatively periodic with period p, 
L,(P) = L,(s) 
and 
L2(s) = o(I/sq. 
Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 correspond to the simple branching-process itua- 
tion in which the minimum family size is at least 2. In this case Harris 
[ 16, Remark c below Th.3.31 observed that the left tail of IV is exponen- 
tially small; see also Dubuc [ 8, Th. 231. 
We point out that a density version of Theorem 5.2 for the (discrete 
state-space) Markov branching process wlas proved by Karlin [20] ; see 
[l, p.131]. 
6. Right tail behaviour 
We pass now to the right tails of IV, Z(t), II and p. ,4 detailed compa- 
rison of the right-tails of IV and Z( 1) is given in [ 5, ‘Theorem 41; see also 
Grey [ 13, 8 51. The results and methods are analogous to those of [4] 
for simple branching processe(;.(using the infinite divisibility of Z(S) it is 
easy to pass from Z( 1) to Z(t) for any t > 0). In our present notation, 
two typical results of this type are given below; it is easy to give similar 
elaborations of the other results. 
Theorem 6.1. If n = 2,3, . . . the following statements are equivalent: 
(6.U e ( [Z(t)] n ) < = fbr some (equivalently, for all) t > 0, 
(6.3) s =&I(dx) < -, 
0 
(6.4) s ~x”p(dx) < QO . 
0 
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Theorem 6.2. I’ CY > 1 is not an integer aszd L v&es slowly at infinity, 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(6.5) P(Z(t) > x) w (eamt - em’) L(x)/9 (x + 00) 
for some (equivalently, for all) t 3> 0, 
(6.6) { w >, x) - L&)/x* (x -) 4, 
(6.7) FI(x, 00) - m(a- 1) L(x)/x" (x + 4, 
lo, 4 - L(x)Ixcy (x + 00) ‘ 
In Theorem 6.2, for instance, the equivalence of (6.5) and (6.6) fol- 
lows as in [4], that of (6”6) and (6.8) as in Feller [ 111, and that of (6.7) 
and (6.8) by passing to Laplace transforms. 
One can show that the characteristic function of W can never be entire. 
If the tail of II is exponentially small (in particular, if II has co.fmpact sup- 
port), the characteristic function JI of W converges in a half-plane con- 
taining the origin in its interior. Analogous behaviour in the simple 
branching-process case arises when f(s) is geometric and W is exponential 
(this being one of the very few cases in which the distribution of W can 
actually be 6”ound explicitly). 
As an example, consider the (discrete state-space) Markov branching 
process with f(s) geometric with parameter p, f(s) = p/( 1 - qs) (here 
q = 1 - p > p). If q/p = a > 1, Proposition 4.4 gives 
$‘r(l -z)=z/[l -(a/(a-l))zla . 
Hence 
(p(s) = 1 + E II=1 (<(ny ,)(A)n-’ ’ 
which has radius of convergence (a - 1 plaa'l . The methods of [6] give 
the weak tail-estimate 
-log P(W 3 x} - x(a- l)Q/aa” (X-+“). 
Note 6.3. There remains one important result on the simple branching 
process which has no analogue in this context. It was shown by 
[ 16, Theorem 3.4% t at if the maxi urn family size is u” (j(s) is a poly- 
nomial of degree d) the moment-generating function of W is entire (and 
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thus so is the characteristic function). If p is defined by #’ = d, one has 
log $l(s) = sPL~.s), L(s) = L, (s) + L, (s) 
where L 1 is multiplicati~Ir~ly periodic with period p and L2 (s) = O( 1 /sp ) 
as s + = (set also Dubuc [ 81; note the parallel with the situation dis- 
cussed at the end of Secltion 5). In the CB-case? each Z(t) for t > 0 has 
unbounded support (except in the trivial deterministic ase), and W can- 
-not exhibit tail-behaviour of this type. 
7. A limit theorem for the critical case 
In this section we restrict attention to the critical case YIP = 0. 
A particularly important CB-process is that for which the correspond- 
ing spectrally positive L&y process is centred and stable with index 1 +pS 
O<pG l.Wewrite 
(7.1) eJs)=-ps1+pj2p, p> 0, O<pG 1 
for the exponent of this stable process, which we call Y_ . If 2, is the 
corresponding CB-process, Z, has exponent J/, (t, s) where (Lamperti 
CN 1 
(7.2) $,(t,s) -s/(1 +jttpsppp l 1 
By domain-of-attraction theory, Y_ is the only non-degenerate limit 
process obtainable from a spectrally positiyre Y by norming and passage 
to the limit (if Y has finite means, and the asymmetric Cauchy process 
is excluded). The random time-change nables us to translate tlGs into 
a statement on CB-processes. 
Let b(X) b$ continuous and strictly increasing with b(X) + 00 as X + =. 
Then 
(7.3) &cxp{-sZ(At)/b(h) I Z(0) = b(X)) 
= ~XP E-b(h) $Ot, sib(h)) 1 = exp (-#A (t, s) } 
say. Thus $A is the exponent of a CB-process, which we call 2,. Write 
\kA(s) = Xb@) \kr(s/b(X)). Tken \k, is the exponent of the process YA 
corresponding to 2, under the random time-change, and 
IL#*s) 
(7.4) s du/‘k,(u) = t 
S 
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(as may be seen by replacing t, s by Ai, s/b(h) in ( 1. I 1)). 
The f(Nowing result gives a weak-convergence theorem under the 
Skorohod J1 -topology ([ 331; see also [ 23 )i . 
Theorem ‘7.1. TJie following statements are equivalent: 
(C7.5) Y, + Y a3 (X + w) weakly under J,, 
(7.6) 
U-7) 
(X + m) weakly utrder J, , 
!&h(S) + !tf&) (X + -) cs > O), 
(7.8) $,(tlS) -+ &jr, s) (X + OQ) (t,s 2 0) . 
Proof. The equivalence of (7.5) and (7.7) is a standard result for Levy 
processes (see, e.g. [3, Th. lO]); xahen (7.5), (7.7) ho’ld b(x) is regularly . 
varying with index (1 - p)/p, and the r=onvergen:e in (7.7) is uniform on 
compact s-sets. 
If (7.7) holds, choose h, --, 00, and let $(f, s) be any limit-point of 
$A,(t, s). Letting n + 00 through a suitable subsequence and using (7.4), 
W,s) &c&s) 
s du/‘XPJu) = f = j- duNW (u) . 
S S 
Thus 
31&J) 
s du/?ll_(uj = Q 
WA 
and since the integrand is of constant sign (negative, as Z, is critical), 
this gives $(t, s) = $,(t, s). As the limit is independent of the sequence h, 
chosen, (7.8) follows. 
By the Markov property, the one-dimensional distributions of a CB- 
process Z are obtained from its transition probabilities by iteration. These 
are specified through ( 1.5) by the exponent $( t, s), which in turn is speci 
fied by (and specifies) the one-dimensional distributions. Thus (7.8) holds 
if and only if the finite- imensional distributions of 2, converge to those 
of Z,. That this is equivalent o (7.6) follows by slightly adapting a result 
of Grimvall ([ 14, Th. 5.5 ] ; see also [ 15 ] )a 
Cons’der now the processes of integration, functional inversion and 
function.?1 composition leading from 2 to Y via J and I in (1.4). That 
integration is J, -continuous follows from the definition of the Jr -topo- 
logy and the continuity tif translationf(x) -+ j’(~ +h) in the Lj -norm; 
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hence jr depends Jr -continuously on Z. It was shown by Whitt [ 351 
that the first-passage functional is continuous under t”iie Skorohod M1 - 
topology [33] (which is weaker than the Jr -topology); hence I depends 
IM1-continuously on J (and through J, on Z). Also, I(t) = $ duly(u) is 
continuous and strictly increasing, while 2 has right-continuous paths 
with left limits. It follows from this by a result of Whitt [36] that 
Y(t) = 2(1(t)) depends J, -continuously (and so also M, -continuously) 
on (Z,I) (and hence on Z). By the continuous-mapping theorem of we&- 
convergence theory [2], (7.6) thus implies that YA + Y_ weakly under 
Ml. This in turn implies convergence of finite-dimensional distributions 
(Skorohod [33]), whence (7.7) xrd (7.5); the proof is complete. 
When p = 1, IY_ is a Browniarl motion and Zoo is a diffusion with gen- 
erator 3 fix d2 /dx2. 
Note 7.2. It was shown by Lamperti [26] (see also Kawazu-Watanabe 
[ 231) that the CB-processes which can arise as limits of conditioned 
simple branching processes of the form {Zl,,] lb, 1 Z, = b, ) are precisely 
the processes 2,. Grimvall’s result [ 141 strengthens the convergence here 
from that of finite-dimensional distributions to 9, -convergence. Theorem 
‘7.1 is simply the continuous-state analogue of this result. We point out 
that Th.eorem 7. I corresponds to [ 3, Th. lo] un,der the random time- 
change. 
We shall not discuss ub-critics1 CB-processes, referring only to the work 
of Seneta and Vcre-Jones [ 29, 301 and Grey [ 131. We slhall also not dis- 
cuss continusus+tate branching processes with immigration (CBI-pro- 
cesses), for which we refer to Kawazu-Watanabe [23] and Pinsky [27]. 
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